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Agenda
What are we going to cover?

● What is the purpose of 
spelling?

● What are the components of 
language?

● What is Structured Word 
Inquiry?

● How can I use it in my 
classroom?



Spelling
What is it, how did it come to be, why should we bother with it, and is 

it really as confusing as some think?



We teach our youngest learners that the 
primary job of spelling is to represent sound.

How
 do you spell…

?

Sound it o
ut.



But is it?



The primary job of spelling is to convey 
meaning as quickly and clearly as possible.

toad
towed
toed

prints
prince



Oh but we shouldn’t bother 
teaching spelling.  The English 

language is just so confusing and 
spell check will always work 

anyways.



Teacher: “Annabelle, what is your 
favorite flower?”

Annabelle: “Oh I love 
Hydrangeas.”

Teacher: “Could you spell that 
word for the class please?”

Annabelle:  “Oh I just 
remembered that I actually love 
roses.”



“When all is said and done, approximately 87% of 
English words are reliable to read and spell if 
orthographic patterns have been mastered.”

(Hanna et al., 1966)



“Spelling is one of the most forgotten aspects of 
literacy development. In many classroom 

settings, it is looked at as an afterthought, and 
instruction is limited to rote spelling drills and 

memorization.” 
(Birsh, 2005)



“Spelling and writing are integral parts of 
literacy instruction and must be included 

systematically and explicitly in any literacy 
program. Explicit spelling and writing 

instruction is even more important for students 
with dyslexia or other reading difficulties.” 

(Institute for Multisensory Education, 2020



Does spellcheck really always work?

Standard spellcheckers... 

● do not recognize phonetically spelled words.
● often do not recognize homophones.
● often do not recognize confusables.
● examine words in isolation.
● do not understand the writer’s intent.
● can provide a false sense of security.

Haven, 2020

Spell cheque will knot find words witch our miss used, butt spelled 
rite.  Spell cheque will knot find words that can effect the deer 

meaning of the righter’s work.





Components of 
Language

What are they and how do they impact spelling?



P-POSSM

Phonology
Pragmatics

Orthography
Syntax

Semantics
Morphology



Phonology



Pragmatics



Orthography



Syntax



Semantics



Morphology

morph + ology

morph + o + log + y



Morphology
Phonology

Syntax
Orthography

Semantics

Pragmatics



m
or

ph
olo

gy

phonology

etymology

orthography

The 
interrelationship is 
the “sweet” spot.



Structured Word 
Inquiry

What exactly is it?





Morphemes

cat + s → cats

Morphemes are the smallest chunks of language 
that carry meaning.



Pieces of Morphological Awareness

Affixes
unmanageable

Roots

Combining Forms

transmit

morph-ology

     Prefixes

     Suffixes

Base words

Derivatives



Hamilton, 2020



The Steps of Structured Word Inquiry

Brainstorm the meaning of the word.  Find different ways to define, 
understand, and interpret the word.

Examine the structure of the word.

Explore the etymology of the word.

Make connections.

Represent findings and ask, “what deeper understanding of the word do I 
now have?”



SWI in Action
What can SWI look like in my classroom?



Hamilton, 2020



Affixes & Base Words



Anchor Charts



Word Matrices



Word Matrices



Word Sums

Synthetic

cat + s → cats

un + manage + able → unmanageable

in + fract + ion + al + ly → 
infractionally





Word Sums

Analytic

cats → cat + s 

unmanageable → un + manage + able 

infractionally → in + fract + ion + al + ly 



Things to Note About Affixes

Prefixes and suffixes cannot be read until they are added to 
a base word as they’re pronunciation changes.

Prefixes can shift their spelling to match the base word.

You cannot change how a suffix is spelled.  Always check 
your joins.



Spelling Rules



Word Families





Extension Activities







Investigations





Suffix Work







Vocabulary Work





Hamilton, 2020

Pace and Intensity Increase with Age and Stage
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